The grain of wheat requires sunlight as well as darkness and death if it is to yield a rich harvest. People, too require warmth and kindness, both from themselves and from others, in order to grow. Jetsunma (Venerable) Tenzin Palmo is an English-born Buddhist nun and teacher of Buddhist wisdom and practice. As President of Sakyadhita International Association of Buddhist Women she spoke these words at a conference in Sydney, Australia in 2019:

“If we have a garden — consider our heart-mind as a garden — then we can’t always be pulling out the weeds and not noticing the beautiful flowers … which need to be watered, fertilized, and appreciated. Flowers grow in the sunshine and so the flowers of our good qualities grow in the sunshine of our awareness and our appreciation …. In order for things to grow they need to be appreciated, cultivated, so we not only work to transform the negative in us, but we also strive to encourage the goodness in us. Inherently we are completely ok.”

When has the warmth of another’s kindness helped me grow?
Do I offer that same warmth to others? to myself?

What warmth & light will enable our SHCJ seeds to flourish?